SAKTHI FOUNDATION - CAC
Uni5 RAMAYANAM - 9. Transformation within a thief
When theif Kaligan entered into the local temple of Nasik to plunder the wealth, he was stopped by a
saint called Uthanga. He became wild and tried to stab him. Uthanga stopped him and said with calm
voice,

''Why you want to kill me? I have not done anything wrong to you. Why people like you steal
others property when you have your own strength to work and earn.

The society also appreciates the power of negative energy and this is making that energy to

spread like weeds. But weeds when they grow never think that they are going to be chopped

soon. The same thought you must have. Your energy is being wasted by performing unacceptable
actions and this will make you to drain your SAL Energy in next birth''

Listening to this Kaligan started thinking something and left that place. His mind started thinking about
his past life, previous actions and slowly became aware about SAL Energy and next birth. He got
scared. He was scared about the reality of life. So he wished to know much about it and started
coming to Nasik Laxman temple with interest and started listening to various discourses given by
Uthanga.
He was very much inspired by Ramayanam and he was slowly practiced to relate his own problems
with Ramayanam and he identified his issues and got into the awareness. He also started transforming
and started a good way of living. People appreciated his change and he set an example for many.

It is the duty of parents, teachers, elders, scholars always to convey, talk, and expose good values to
children and others. At least one mind will be changed. We do not know who will change! Let us
keep on conveying good thoughts and actions to public which will be listened.
Sri Rama Jeyam!

